Clinical trials by SCRI Cardiovascular offer new and promising treatments for your patients with heart disease. SCRI clinicians and scientists are finding innovative ways to treat cardiovascular conditions by researching the latest medications, devices and procedures. These cardiovascular clinical studies are performed collaboratively with scientists and clinicians throughout SCRI Cardiovascular.

If you are interested in having your patients participate in research with SCRI Cardiovascular, please contact Megan Christians at 615-524-4163 or Megan.Christians@SCRIresearch.net

To learn more about these clinical trials, visit clinicaltrials.gov and search by the trial’s NCT Identifier.

Advanced Therapies for Patients
Sarah Cannon Research Institute (SCRI) is a global strategic research organization focusing on advancing therapies for patients. It is one of the largest clinical research programs, conducting community-based clinical trials in oncology and cardiology through affiliations with a network of more than 700 physicians in the United States and United Kingdom. This work makes it possible for thousands of patients to participate in research studies in the communities where they live.